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Ground Rules

⚫ Please mute your phone or speaker.

⚫ Share thoughts and questions via Chat.

⚫ Cultivate having generous assumptions.

⚫ My apologies if the dogs bark. They’re “High I”

⚫ What happens in Vegas… 



Introductions

Please share in the Chat box:

• Your name, where you work/your role on campus

• Have you ever done this type of assessment in the past 

(such as another DISC assessment, MBTI, etc.)?

• What do you hope to learn today?

• Do you agree with your results?



“Those who understand others are intelligent.

Those who understand themselves are enlightened.

Those who overcome others have strength.

Those who overcome themselves are powerful.”

Lao Tsu



Lions and Puppies and Otters, Oh my!





… and Birds, Sheep, and Giraffes



DISC: Understanding, Appreciating and 

Adapting Your Communication Style

⚫ What is DISC / a brief history

⚫ What does DISC tell us?

⚫ The four style preferences

⚫ The good and the bad

⚫ The Assessment: “Natural” vs “Adapted” and How DISC 

Style is Determined

⚫ How the styles relate to one another

⚫ The DISC report: How do I read my results?

⚫ How can I use this information to work more effectively? 



DISC: Background

Dr. William Moulton Marston
1893-1947

Harvard Graduate
Academic
Psychologist
Lawyer
Self-Help Author
Feminist
Comic Book Writer

Lie Detector Test



Behind every great man…

Elizabeth Holloway Marston
1893-1993

Lawyer
Psychologist
Comic Book Writer/ Inspiration

Olive Byrne
1904-1990

Tufts University graduate
Research Assistant to WMM
Comic Book Inspiration



DISC: Background

D I

SC



By the way…



What is DISC?

The DISC Profile is:

⚫ A framework for classifying behavioral tendencies

⚫ We all have all four styles to some degree

⚫ A tool to examine our own behaviors:

⚫ When we feel most comfortable (Natural and Adapted)

⚫ When we are experiencing stress (Natural)

⚫ A framework for understanding the behavior of others

The DISC Profile is NOT:

⚫ A measure of intelligence, values, performance or 

professional skills, capability, or attitudes.

⚫ DISC is not a complete personality profile.

⚫ A test – there is no “passing” or “failing”!



“Knowing yourself is the 

beginning of all wisdom.”

Aristotle

“The most difficult thing in life 

is to know yourself.”

Thales of Miletus
(Greek philosopher, mathematician and astronomer)



Why DISC?

Learning about your own style will help you to understand:

• What motivates you.

• What your stressors are – and 

how you behave when stressed.

• How you make decisions.

• How you respond to problems 

and conflict.

• What kind of environment you 

prefer (your home or office space, 

the interactions of your work 

team, etc.).

• The limitations of your style… and 

what you can do about it!



Why DISC Today?

A good understanding of the strengths and 

weaknesses of each style will help you to be more 

understanding of and work better with others.
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How you respond 
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- Decisive -
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How you respond to 

rules/procedures

- Systematic -

C
Steadiness
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to activity

- Relaxed -
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Influence

How you influence

others

- Spontaneous -
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D = DOMINANCE

DESCRIPTION:

Problem-solver. 

Likes 

challenges.

⚫ Direct, competitive, decisive, 

authoritative, and confident.

⚫ Makes decisions quickly. Likes 

a challenge.

⚫ Can be too blunt, demanding, 

or aggressive.

D



DESCRIPTION:
People person. 

Likes contact.

⚫ Social; emphasis on 

relationships; optimistic, 

collaborative, and convincing. 

⚫ May not speak directly; lacks 

follow-through; fears loss of 

influence/ friendship/ social 

status.

I = INFLUENCE

I

*Oprah is probably also fairly high “D”



S = STEADINESS

DESCRIPTION:
Evenly paced. 

Shows 

consistency.

⚫ Calm, cooperative, stable, 

patient, and deliberate; values 

group acceptance.

⚫ May be indecisive, fear change, 

or be overly accommodating.
S



C = COMPLIANCE

DESCRIPTION:
Follows 

procedures. 

Exercises 

constraint.

⚫ Independent, objective, cautious, 

systematic, diplomatic; places 

emphasis on accuracy and 

quality. 

⚫ May fear criticism, fail to delegate 

or compromise, or not join teams 

or engage in social events.

C



D I

C S





“You say your boss is pushy, rude and a total 

jerkface? Well, that’s because of his/her high D.”

A strength overused 

becomes a weakness.



The Good and the Bad

D

C

S

I

Aggressive

Demanding

Egotistical

Bossy

Confrontational

Assertive

Ambitious

Driving

Strong-Willed

Decisive

Easily Distracted

Glib

Selfish

Poor Listener

Impulsive

Warm

Enthusiastic

Sociable

Charming

Persuasive

Resistant to Change

Passive

Unresponsive

Slow

Stubborn

Patient

Stable

Predictable

Consistent

Good Listener

Critical

Picky

Fussy

Hard to Please

Perfectionist

Detailed

Careful

Meticulous

Systematic

Neat

Low 
Emotional 

Intelligence

High
Emotional 

Intelligence



DISC and Emotional Intelligence

Self-awareness: 

• Ability to accurately perceive your own 

emotions in the moment and understand 

your tendencies across situations. 

• Staying on top of your typical reactions 

to specific events, challenges, and even 

people. 

• Knowing what frustrates you and how 

are you perceived by others.

Social Awareness and Social Skills: 

• DISC can help you understand 

others and interact better with them 

by people-watching; consciously 

taking the time to be observant.

• Observe how people are different 

from you or similar to you.

• Adapt your style to their style.



Reading Your Graphs

ADAPTED STYLE: “Graph I” NATURAL STYLE: “Graph II”
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Research shows people have more

clarity around what they “least” like.

It doesn’t matter when or where you 

ask me. My answer will always be:

Natural Graph Results 

Least!

Example: “What is your least 

favorite food?”

Natural Graph is based on your “Least” responses, and reflects 

your natural preferences both at home and at work.



Research shows our “most” 

selections vary – they are 

influenced by circumstance.

Example: “What is your favorite food?”

Adapted Graph is based on your “Most” responses. Those 

responses were influenced by what was going on the day you 

took the assessment:

Role, responsibilities, issues that came up

Adapted Graph Results

Most!

Answer: It depends.



Graphs

“Least 

Like Me”

“Most 

Like Me”

ADAPTED STYLE: Graph I NATURAL STYLE: Graph II
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Reading your reports



Natural Graph II

Compliance SteadinessInfluenceDominance

Problem-
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People Plan Procedure

Energy Line
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Graph Comparison

If Adapted and Natural 

are similar:  

• You tend to use the 

same behavioral traits 

across environments.  

• Your job likely feels in 

line with your 

preferences.

Adapted Style (I) Natural Style (II)

=



Graph Comparison

If Adapted and Natural 

are significantly 

different:

Indicates you are going 

out of your comfort zone 

(“style preference”) to 

get the job done. 

+ Shows flexibility.

- If prolonged, it can 

cause stress.

=

Adapted Style (I) Natural Style (II)



DISC Exercises

I
D

C
S



IS

DC



What Style is Sarah?



What Style is Mr. Hall?



What Style is Peter?



What Style is Susan?



S

Which “Type” Wrote This?



Which “Type” Wrote This?

C



I

Which “Type” Wrote This?



Which “Type” Wrote This?

D



Non-Verbal Behavior Examples

Handshake Firm and not held for long

Gestures Uses to speed things up

Eye contact If they are listening to you

Handshake Says happy to see you!

Gestures Animated

Eye contact To engage you

Handshake Solid but friendly

Gestures Minimal

Eye contact Direct but without intensity

Handshake Formal

Gestures Deliberate

Eye contact Sparse



D – Pace is Quick

D – Priority is Task

S – Pace is Deliberate  

S – Priority is People

C – Pace is Deliberate

C – Priority is Task

I – Pace is Quick  

I – Priority is People

When There is Conflict

D

C S

I



D – Pace is Quick

D – Priority is Task

S – Pace is Deliberate  

S – Priority is People

C – Pace is Deliberate

C – Priority is Task

I – Pace is Quick  

I – Priority is People

When There is Conflict

D

C S

I



Pace – Quick
(Direct)

Pace – Deliberate
(Indirect)

Priority – People
(Open)

Priority – Task
(Guarded)

D – Pace is Quick

D – Priority is Task

S – Pace is Deliberate  

S – Priority is People

C – Pace is Deliberate

C – Priority is Task

I – Pace is Quick  

I – Priority is People

When There is Conflict

D

C S

I



DISC Reflection

• Identify 3 to 5 strengths of your natural style that can help 

your work area be productive.

• Identify 3 to 5 weaknesses that your natural style 

demonstrates within your work (i.e., where do you get in your 

own way?).

• Identify 3 to 5 things you receive from other styles (i.e., how 

do people with other styles help you?).

• What are things that you admire about each of the other 

styles that would make your professional life easier?

• For those whose adapted style is very different from their natural 

style, why do you think this is, and how has it helped you in your 

job?

Audience Participation! 



Is this information useful to you? 

When do you think having this knowledge 

it will be helpful in your work?

⚫ Conflict

⚫ Communication

⚫Other?

DISC Reflection: Summary



So… Which Style is Best?



DISC Summary

⚫ There is no best or right DISC style – all styles are of 

equal importance.

⚫ Different is just different, not wrong.

⚫ Each style has inherent strengths, but a strength 

overused can become a weakness.

⚫ All people are motivated – but the motivations vary from 

one person to another.

⚫ People do things for their reasons, not your reasons.

⚫ Remember “generous assumptions”.

⚫ We should treat people the way that they need to be treated 

(“Platinum Rule”).

The most effective teams leverage the 

strengths of all styles.



DISC Closing Summary

Successful communications and interactions 

require flexibility – if you understand the needs of 

other styles, and can recognize which styles 

people are, you can adapt your style to theirs.



Review the rest of your report for more detail 

of the styles, and information on recognizing 

styles in others – and how to use that 

knowledge to work better with them.





“Know yourself. Only then can you 

understand the power you have to bring 

change, no matter how small, to the 

world around you.”

Optimus Prime



APPENDIX
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DISC Cheat Sheet



DISC and Leadership Styles



Bonus slide: relationships among different assessments. 

(MBTI and DISC are the most commonly used in business.)



“Of all the knowledge, the good 

and wise seek first to understand 

themselves.”

William Shakespeare




